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Key Selling Points
Yishan is a well-known and prolific manga and comic book artist; her manga books have sold well over 250,000 copies worldwide
Simple step-by-step technique for drawing an incredible variety of manga characters
Manga continues to dominate not just comic book sales, but also the hobbyist art world
Perfect drawing projects for kids upwards.

Description
Master manga with 100 creatures, characters and super-cute chibis.

This is the ultimate introduction to drawing manga: 100 simple, step-by-step drawings of everything from superheroes to super-cute pets.
Practise drawing different hair and facial expressions then create your own elaborate and colourful manga characters; draw up a battling universe
of manga superheroes and villains; start your own collection of super-cute chibi chums.

Whether you're looking for inspiration or just getting started, professional comic creator Yishan Li will be your guide.

Every project is broken down into a handful of simple stages that lead you effortlessly through to the final coloured drawing. There are no
written instructions to follow – just basic shapes and pencil strokes. Even if you’ve never drawn anything before, you will be amazed at how
quickly you will achieve your own cute and characterful manga drawings!

This title contains content from two books in the How to Draw series: Manga Heroes and Manga Faces.

About the Author
Yishan Li is an internationally renowned professional comic and manga artist based in Shanghai. A best-selling author, she has sold over 250,000
copies of her books worldwide. Yishan has been drawing manga since 1998 when she was in high school. This is her 14th book for Search Press.

Visit her website: www.liyishan.com
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